Science

Lots of Sci-Fi
Looking for some science fiction? These authors
will almost always have a novel for you. (You’ll
find some of their newer novels inside!)































Heather Anastasiu
M.T. Anderson
Jennifer Armentrout
Paolo Bacigalupi
Rhoda Belleza
Orson Scott Card
Suzanne Collins
Cory Doctorow
Nancy Farmer
Ryan Graudin
Amie Kaufman
Jay Kristoff
Fonda Lee
Madeleine L’Engle
David Levithan
Malinda Lo
Marie Lu
Marissa Meyer
James Patterson
Philip Pullman
Lance Rubin
Brandon Sanderson
Neal Schusterman
Star Trek (series)
Star Wars (series)
X-Files
Dan Wells
Scott Westerfeld
Rick Yancey
...and many more!

Want more? Just look for this
label! You’ll know you’ve
found a science fiction book
when you see it.
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Check out these novels & graphic novels—then check the flap for authors with a lot of science fiction for you to find!
Landscape With Invisible Hand by M.T. Anderson:
When aliens take over Earth and choke out its
economy, Adam and his girlfriend Chloe have to
get creative to survive. YA FIC AND
Empress of a Thousand Skies by Rhoda
Belleza: After Aly is falsely accused of
killing Rhee (aka Crown Princess Rhiannon
Ta’an), they must work together to save
their lives—and their world. YA FIC BEL
Star Wars: Most Wanted by Rae Carson: When a
mission goes horribly awry, Han and Qi’ra must
team up with each other—and a Rodian
scumrat—to escape both Lady Proxima and the
Empire. YA FIC STA
The Love Interest by Cale Dietrich: Spies-intraining Caden and Dylan must compete for
the girl’s affections in order to survive…but
it gets complicated when Caden falls for the
competition. YA FIC DIE
Eat the Sky, Drink the Ocean: Stories of Imagination
and Daring edited by Kirsty Murray, Payal Dhar,
and Anita Roy: Step into a world of
impossibilities in this collection of science fiction
and fantasy short stories! YA FIC EAT
Invictus by Ryan Graudin: A group of timetraveling teens, led by a young man born
outside it, race through history to try to
stop time and the multiverse from
unraveling. YA FIC GRA
Defy the Stars by Claudia Gray: Sworn enemies
Noemi, a soldier desperate to protect her planet,
and Abel, a robot desperate to be free, set out on
a quest to survive—and maybe to end the war
forever. YA FIC GRE

Dare Mighty Things by Heather Kaczynski: Cassie
Gupta’s trained her entire life for the chance to
go to space. But to secure a spot, she must
compete against others who are just as prepared
as she—and, as the stakes rise higher and the day
comes closer, only one thing is clear to Cassie:
she’ll never back down. YA FIC KAC
Illuminae by Amie Kaufman & Jay Kristoff: As
Kady and Ezra flee their planet in the face of an
attack by megacorporations, a plague and their
ship’s artificial intelligence system may be more
dangerous to them than the enemy following
them. YA FIC KAU
Mirror in the Sky by Aditi Khorana: Tara’s
world—and her life—change after a mirror Earth
is discovered, ushering in a new age of scientific
discovery and of possible selves. YA FIC KHO
Exo by Fonda Lee: Earth has been colonized by
a powerful alien race for more than a century.
Donovan Reyes is a rising member of the
security forces—but he’s also the Prime Liaison’s
son, and when he’s captured by human
revolutionaries, his life—and his planet—are in
danger. YA FIC LEE
Warcross by Marie Lu: When Emika hacks her way
into the opening tournament of the Warcross
Championships, she glitches herself into the
game—and also into a sinister plot. YA FIC LU

Moon Girl and Devil Dinosaur series by
Brandon Montclair et al: Follow the
adventures of inhuman preteen genius
Lunella and her time-traveling sidekick, Devil
Dinosaur! YA GN MON
Denton Little’s Death Date by Lance Rubin: In a
world where everyone knows the day they’ll die,
teenager Denton really wants to survive his
upcoming Death Date. YA FIC RUB
Scythe by Neal Schusterman: In a world
where only a Scythe can end a life, Citra and
Rowan are apprenticed to the current Scythe.
But only one may become a Scythe…and the
other must die. YA FIC SCH
Paper Girls by Brian K. Vaughan et al: In the early
hours after Halloween on 1988, four 12-year-old
newspaper delivery girls uncover the most
important story of all time. YA GN VAU
Bluescreen by Dan Wells: In a world where
everyone’s connected 24 hours a day, there
are a lot of opportunities for
manipulation...and conspiracy.
YA FIC WEL
Ms. Marvel series by G. Willow Wilson: Follow
the adventures of Kamala Khan—mildmannered Pakistani-American Jersey teen by day,
Ms. Marvel by night! YA GN WIL

Life L1k3 by Jay Kristoff: When Eve learns that
she can destroy machines with her mind, she
becomes a target for a group of fanatics, and,
along with her best friend, android Ezekiel, faces
cyborg assassins. YA FIC KRI
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